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	Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher


	Lonely Planet Montreal & Quebec City is your passport to all the most relevant and up-to-date advice on what to see, what to skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Stroll down the cobblestone streets of Old Montreal, cycle through the Parc des Champs de Bataille, or enjoy the Festival International de Jazz de Montreal; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Montreal and Quebec City and begin your journey now!


	Inside Lonely Planet Montreal & Quebec City Travel Guide:

	
		Full-color maps and images throughout
	
		Highlights and itineraries show you the simplest way to tailor your trip to your own personal needs and interests
	
		Insider tips save you time and money and help you get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots
	
		Essential info at your fingertips - including hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, and prices
	
		Honest reviews for all budget - including eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, and hidden gems that most guidebooks miss
	
		Cultural insights give you a richer and more rewarding travel experience - including customs, history, art, literature, cinema, music, architecture, and politics
	
		Free, convenient pull-out Montreal & Quebec City map (included in print version), plus over 28 color neighborhood maps
	
		Useful features - including Month-by-Month (annual festival calendar), For Free, and Day Trips
	
		Coverage of Old Montreal, Downtown, Plateau Mont-Royal, Little Italy, Mile End, Outremont, and more



	The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Montreal & Quebec City,our most comprehensive guide to Montreal and Quebec City, is perfect for those planning to both explore the top sights and take the road less traveled.

	
		Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet's Canada guide for a comprehensive look at all the country has to offer, or Lonely Planet's Discover Canada, a photo-rich guide to the country's most popular attractions.



	Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet, Timothy N Hornyak, and Gregor Clark.


	About Lonely Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel guide publisher with guidebooks to every destination on the planet, as well as an award-winning website, a suite of mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveler community. Lonely Planet's mission is to enable curious travelers to experience the world and to truly get to the heart of the places they find themselves in.


	TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012 and 2013 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category


	'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times


	'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) 
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Street FoodDK Adult, 2007

	For those who dream about the great foods you will eat as you travel around the world, Tom Kime documents his personal voyage of culinary discovery in this continent-by-continent cookbook that shows you how to prepare at home the food, the traditions and techniques of true locals. AUTHOR BIO: Tom Kime has worked with Jaimie Oliver, at the...
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Palm Pre For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Everything you need to know to make the most of Palm's newest smartphone

Smartphones provide all sorts of communication options as well as the ability to manage your appointments and contacts. If you're new to smartphones, Palm Pre For Dummies gets you up and running easily. If you're a bit more savvy, you can delve deeper into...
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Teach Yourself TrigonometryMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	Teach Yourself Trigonometry has been substantially revised and

	rewritten to take account of modern needs and recent developments in the subject.





	It is anticipated that every reader will have access to a scientific

	calculator which has sines, cosines and tangents, and their

	inverses. It is also important that the...
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Making Innovation Pay: People Who Turn IP Into Shareholder ValueJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Early Praise for MAKING INNOVATION PAY:    "Bruce Berman has persuaded, arm twisted and otherwise cajoled today’s most successful patent practitioners into telling their stories and allowing him to tell theirs. Until now, no book has discussed innovation in so resolutely clear-eyed, personal and practical business terms…...
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iPad Application Sketch Book (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2010

	Think you have the next great iPad app idea? The iPad Application Sketch Book is an essential tool for any aspiring iPad developer. This sketch book makes it easy to centralize and organize your ideas, featuring full-sized iPad templates to write on. Professionally printed on high-quality paper, it has a total of 150 gridded...
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Origins: How the Planets, Stars, Galaxies, and the Universe Began (Astronomers' Universe Series)Springer, 2006
This new series is aimed at the same people as the Practical Astronomy Series – in general, active amateur astronomers. However, it is also appropriate to a wider audience of astronomically-informed readers. Because optical astronomy is a science that is rather at the mercy of the weather, all amateur astronomers inevitably have periods...
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